team with these three basic skills to Shed
for Success™. With continual practice
they will become as natural as breathing.
1. Release the attachment. The basis
of change -- or shedding -- goes back to
two of life’s necessities attachment and
detachment. We were all attached to our
moms with a cord. After nine months,
Mom decided to “downsize” and the
doctor cut (detached) our cord. From
the time we take our ﬁrst breath until we
take our last, we continue to go through
a series of attachments and detachments.
The ability to deal with detachments at
work and life is critical for survival. One
of biggest questions I get asked is: “How
do you know when to detach?” Here are
ﬁve ﬁlter questions to help you decide if
it’s time to shed.
• Is it causing suffering for the
organization, others or me?
• Will detaching promote health and
growth for the organization, others or
me?
• What fears are involved?
• What are the beneﬁts of detaching?
• What consequences will occur if
detaching doesn’t occur?

2. Reframe the situation. Some
changes may initially appear
overwhelmingly negative, but with
time, most people recognize change
is essential, a blessing in disguise.
Reframing -- viewing a situation
from a different perspective or a
more positive light -- is one of the
most essential skills to possess. High
achievers quickly see the positive side
of change and don’t allow a situation,
no matter how bad, to get them stuck
or derailed. Change is the fuel that
moves successful people forward. The
goal: train employees to develop a short
reframe quotient and to shed
negativity quickly.
3. Refocus your energy. Eckert Tolle,
author of The Power of Now, claims that
93% of our thoughts are repetitive and
useless. He asserts that most people
are not fully present. They are either
obsessing about the past or worried
about the future. Think about how
much more energy your workforce
could harness if everyone was fully
present and focused. When distracted
or overwhelmed, challenge your team to

employ their most powerful innate skill
acquired at birth – a deep cleansing
breath. It will immediately refocus,
reenergize and bring them back to
the now.
Resuscitation warning! When an
organization is dying or isn’t functioning
properly, it can be extremely scary and it
can paralyze a workforce. A staggering 95%
of people say fear is the number one barrier
that holds them back at work and life.
When people get scared they usually react
by holding their breath. What is the cure
for COPD? Keep breathing! Keep shedding!
Keep moving forward! ■
Kathy B. Dempsey, CSP is President
of Keep Shedding! Inc. -- a speaking,
training and consulting company that
ignites people with the practical skills
and motivation to lead and master
change. Her most popular book, Shed
or You’re Dead®: 31 Unconventional
Strategies for Growth and Change,
is the recipient of a Writer’s Digest
International Book Award. Get proven
strategies to SHED for Success™ at www.
KeepShedding.com

Since 1983, our mission has been to assist small and
medium size companies in meeting their business
and HR objectives by designing custom programs
which then become productive management tools.
Our professionals help you manage your most
important asset - your employees.
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